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Abstract
In this paper, a method of automatically classifying
Web documents into a set of categories using the fuzzy
association concept is proposed. Using the same word or
vocabulary to describe different entities creates
ambiguity, especially in the Web environment where the
user population is large. To solve this problem, fuzzy
association is used to capture the relationships among
different index terms or keywords in the documents, i.e.,
each pair of words has an associated value to distinguish
itself from the others. Therefore, the ambiguity in word
usage is avoided. Experiments using data sets collected
from two Web portals: Yahoo! (www.yahoo.com) and
Open Directory Project (dmoz.org) are conducted. We
compare our approach to the vector space model with the
cosine coefficient. The results show that our approach
yields higher accuracy compared to the vector space
model.
Keywords: Information Processing on the Web, Data
Mining, Document Classification, Fuzzy Association.

1. Introduction
The World Wide Web (WWW) can be viewed as a
distributed database system, but with two different
aspects. Firstly, WWW contains much larger amount of
data than a typical database system. WWW is often
referred to as the world’s largest distributed database

system with the amount of data growing at an exponential
rate [17]. These data can be of heterogeneous types such
as text, image, audio, and video. Secondly, WWW
involves a huge user population that is not restricted to a
certain demographic group or a geographic area. The
result is the wide variation in information content and
quality. In addition, unlike a typical database system
where the majority of users only retrieve the information
through some queries, WWW allows its users to provide
and share the information publicly on the system. With the
large amount of available information on the Web,
searching for specific information or discovering any
useful information becomes a difficult and challenging
task. To alleviate this problem, many data mining
techniques have been applied into the Web context. This
is referred to as Web mining [3]. Web mining is defined as
the discovery and analysis of useful information from
WWW. Some of Web mining techniques include analysis
of user access patterns [10][14], Web document clustering
[1][15], and classification [2][4][5][16].
Document classification or text categorization (as used
in information retrieval context) is the process of
assigning a document to a predefined set of categories
based on the document content. Document classification
can be applied as an information filtering tool and can also
be used to improve the retrieval results from a query
process. To help the users search and browse for specific
information on the Web, many of the well-known Web
portals such as Yahoo! [21] have organized the
information, in form of Web documents, into some
predefined categories such as Arts & Humanities,
Computers & Internet, and Entertainment. However, this

approach of organizing Web documents requires human
efforts and hence, is very subjective and does not scale
well.
In this paper, a method of automatically classifying
Web documents into a set of categories using the fuzzy
association concept is proposed. The fuzzy association
uses the concept of the Fuzzy Set theory [18] to model the
vagueness in the information retrieval process. Examples
of the research works involving the use of the fuzzy
association technique include [6], [7], [8], and [9]. The
basic concept of fuzzy association involves the
construction of a pseudothesaurus of keywords or index
terms from a set of documents [7]. By constructing a
pseudothesaurus, the relationship among different index
terms or keywords in the documents is captured, i.e., each
pair of words has an associated value to distinguish itself
from other pairs of words. Therefore, the ambiguity in
word usage is minimized.
Several researches have been done in the area of
document classification or text categorization. Some of
these researches perform experiments using only a
document set from a specific topic. For example, in [5],
the document collection, Reuters, which is business
related, is used in their experiments. Other research work
such as [2], [4], and [16] focus on the Web documents.
However, all of these researches use only a set of
documents obtained from a single Web directory. For
example, [2] and [16] use Yahoo! Directory as their data
set, and [4] uses LookSmart (www.looksmart.com)’s
directory. As mentioned earlier, the process of organizing
the Web directories is based on human efforts and can be
very subjective. Therefore, in this paper, we apply our
approach and perform our experiments using data sets
collected from two different Web portals: Yahoo! [21] and
Open Directory Project [19].
In general, when dealing with data in high multidimensional space, the performance, in terms of storage
space and execution time, can be greatly affected by the
high dimension. This problem is generally known as the
curse of dimensionality. For a document data set, this
problem also holds, since a document collection can
contain millions of different index terms or keywords. A
classical document clustering approach, vector space
model [13], which represents each document using ndimensional vector (where n is the number of keywords)
also suffers from this problem. By using the fuzzy
association technique in our approach, the dimension of
the keyword representation for the categories can be
reduced without much performance degradation. Also the
selection of different keywords in representing each
category does not affect the performance as much
compared to the vector space approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, the concept of the fuzzy association that has
been applied in the area of information retrieval systems is

introduced. In this section, our proposed fuzzy
classification model is also described. In Section 3, the
experimental results and discussions are given. The paper
is concluded in Section 4.
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In this section, we first review the concept of the fuzzy
association that has been applied in the area of
information retrieval systems. Then we describe our
classification model based on the fuzzy association
concept in details.

2.1. Fuzzy association in information retrieval
Fuzzy set theory [18] deals with the representation of
classes whose boundaries are not well defined. The key
idea is to associate a membership function with the
elements of the class. This function takes values on the
interval [0, 1] with 0 corresponding to no membership in
the class and 1 corresponding to full membership.
Membership values between 0 and 1 indicate marginal
elements of the class. Thus, membership in a fuzzy set is a
notion intrinsically gradual instead of abrupt or crisp (as
in conventional Boolean logic).
Fuzzy associative information retrieval (IR)
mechanism is formalized within the fuzzy set theory and
based on the definition of fuzzy association. It captures
the association between the keywords to improve the
retrieval results from traditional IR systems. By providing
the association between the keywords, some additional
documents that are not directly indexed by the keywords
in the query can also be retrieved.
Definition 1. A fuzzy association between two finite sets
X={x1,…,xu} and Y={y1,…,yv} is formally defined as a
binary fuzzy relation f: X × Y → [0,1], where u and v are
the numbers of elements in X and Y, respectively.
The construction of the association between index
terms or keywords is generally known as the generation of
the fuzzy pseudothesaurus. In [7], a formal definition and
process of generating fuzzy pseudothesaurus based on cooccurrences of keywords is given. It can be summarized
as follows.
Definition 2. Given a set of index terms, T={t1,…,tu}, and
a set of documents, D={d1,…,dv}, each ti is represented by
a fuzzy set h(ti) of documents; h(ti)={F(ti,dj) |∀ di∈D},
where F(ti,dj) is the significance (or membership) degree
of ti in dj.

Definition 3. The fuzzy related terms (RT) relation is
based on the evaluation of the co-occurrences of ti and tj
in the set D and can be defined as follows.

∑min(F(t , d ), F(t , d ))
RT(t , t ) =
∑max(F(t , d ), F(t , d ))
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In [9], a simplification of the fuzzy RT relation based
on the co-occurrence of keywords is given as follow.
ni , j
,
Eq. 1
ri , j =
ni + n j − ni , j
where
• ri,j represents the fuzzy RT relation between keywords
i and j,
• ni,j is the number of documents containing both ith and
jth keywords,
• ni is the number of documents including the ith
keyword, and
• nj is the number of documents including the jth
keyword.
Next, the calculation of the fuzzy RT relation between
keywords is applied in our classification model.

2.2. Fuzzy classification model
The process of classifying Web documents is
explained in details as follows. Given C = {C1, C2,…, Cm},
a set of categories, where m is the total number of
categories, the first step is to collect the training sets of
Web documents, TD = {TD1, TD2 ,…, TDm}, from each
category in C. This step involves crawling through the
hypertext links encapsulated in each document. Once the
document collections are obtained, they are cleaned
through the stemming and stopword removal processes.
Next, the most frequently occurred keywords from the
document sets based on each category are extracted and
put into separate keyword sets, K = {K1, K2, …, Km}. From
these m sets of keywords, we combined them into a set of
all keywords, A = {k1, k2 ,…, kn},where n is the total
number of all distinct keywords representing the vector
dimension. Note that some of the keywords can appear in
more than one category, but we only consider one instance
of these. Then we generate the keyword correlation matrix
M using the fuzzy RT relation equation (given in Eq. 1).
The keyword correlation matrix is an n × n symmetric
matrix whose element, mij, has the value on the interval [0,
1] with 0 indicates no relationship and 1 indicates full
relationship between the keywords ki and kj. Therefore, mij
is equal to 1 for all i = j, since a keyword has the strongest
relationship to itself.

To classify the documents in the test data set into
different categories, first, each category must be
represented with a set of keywords. The best way to
represent each category is to select only the exclusive
keywords, i.e., for category Ci,, we consider the keywords
in Ki which do not belong in another keyword sets Kj,
where j=1…m and j≠ i. We refer to this as the category
keyword sets, CK = {CK1, CK2, …, CKm}. Next, the test
documents in the test data set are cleaned and the
keywords are extracted by looking up in A, the list of all
keywords. This process gives us the representation of
those test documents, D = {d1, d2, …, dp}, where p is the
total number of documents to be classified. After that, the
membership degrees between each document to each of
the category sets are calculated using the following
equation.

µ i , j = max [1 −
∀k a ∈d i

∏ (1 − r

a ,b

∀ k b ∈ CK

)] ,

Eq. 2

j

where
•

•

µi,j is the membership degree of di belonging to Cj,
ra,b is the fuzzy relation between keyword ka ∈ di and
keyword kb ∈ CKj.

A document di is classified into the category Cj where
the membership degree µi,j is the maximum. The keyword
ka in di is associated to category Cj if the keywords kb’s in
CKj (for category Cj) are related to the keyword ka.
Whenever there is at least one keyword in CKj which is
strongly related to the keyword ka in di (i.e., ra,b ~ 1), then
Eq. 2 yields µi,j ~ 1, and the keyword ka is a good fuzzy
index for the category Cj. In the case when all keywords in
CKj are either loosely related or unrelated to ka, the
keyword ka is not a good fuzzy index for Cj (i.e., µi,j ~ 0).

3. Experiments and results
This section provides the descriptions and
characteristics of the data sets used for performing our
experiments. Also, we briefly review the vector space
model with the cosine coefficient as a comparison
approach. Then, the experimental results and discussions
are presented.

3.1. Experimental data sets
Experiments using the predefined categories and the
document sets collected from two Web portals, Yahoo!
[21] and Open Directory Project (ODP) [19], are
conducted. The brief description and history of these two
Web portals are provided in [20]. In our experiments, we
only consider those documents in English and ignore all
other non-English documents. Therefore, the categories,
World and Regional, are excluded from our experimental

data sets. Table 1 shows the selected categories from these
two Web portals. Based on these predefined categories,
we collect approximately 18,000 documents from each of
the Web directories as the training and test data sets. To
avoid the problem of over-fitting the data when
performing the experiments, we randomly select two-third
of the documents as the training data set and one-third as
the test data set.
Table 1. Predefined category sets from two Web
portals
Yahoo!
Category
Arts & Humanities
Business & Economy
Computers & Internet
Education
Entertainment
Government
Health
News & Media
Recreation & Sports
Science
Social Science
Society & Culture
TOTAL

Abbr.
art
bus
com
edu
et
gov
health
news
rec
sci
sosci
soc
12

ODP
Category
Arts
Business
Computers
Games
Health
Home
Kids and Teens
News
Recreation
Science
Shopping
Society
Sports
TOTAL

Abbr.
art
bus
com
game
health
home
kid
news
rec
sci
shop
soc
sport
13

Considering only the training data sets from these two
different Web sites, we extract and select the most
frequently occurred keywords from each category as
follows. For the Yahoo! data set, 350 most frequent
keywords are selected from each of 12 categories. Some
of the keywords appear in more than one category, but we
only consider one instance for each of these. The total
number of all distinct keywords is 2033. For the ODP data
set, we also select 350 most frequent keywords from each
of 13 categories. The total number of distinct keywords is
1889.

3.2. Vector space model
The vector space model is one of the classical
clustering methods first proposed by [13]. This method
has been successfully applied to many IR systems
including the well-known SMART system [12]. The
vector space model assigns the attributes (keywords in this
context) into n-dimensional space, where n is the number
of the attributes. Therefore, each document can be
represented by an n-dimensional vector called a document
vector. For the classification problem, we have some
predefined set of categories, where each can also be
represented by an n-dimensional vector called category

vector. To classify a document into one of the categories,
the document vector is compared with all category vectors
using a similarity metric. The document is classified into
the category where the similarity measure is the highest
among all other categories. Several approaches for
calculating the similarity measure between documents
have been proposed [11]. Two types of measures have
been widely used. The first is the distance metric
(representing dissimilarity) such as Euclidean distance.
The second type is similarity measures such as cosine and
dice coefficients. In this paper, as a comparison approach,
the cosine coefficient is used to calculate the similarity
measures between a document and a category. The
calculation of the cosine coefficient is given below.
n

v v
COSINE ( f i , g j ) =

∑( f
k =1

n

∑f
k =1

i ,k

2
i ,k

× g j ,k )
n

× ∑ g j ,k

Eq. 3
2

k =1

where
v
• f i ∈F , F is a set of n-dimensional document
vectors,
v
• g j ∈G, G is a set of n-dimensional category vectors,
and
• n represents the total number of distinct keywords.

3.3. Results and discussions
To compare the performance of our method (denoted
as Fuzzy) to the vector space model (denoted as Vector)
approach, we use the test data sets and measure the
classification accuracy by varying the vector lengths of
the category vectors. To see the effect of using different
sets of keywords in representing the category vectors, we
provide two ways of selecting the keywords: selecting
from the most frequently occurred keywords (denoted as
topmost), and selecting from the least frequently occurred
keywords (denoted as bottommost).
Figure 1 shows the experimental result by using the
Yahoo! data set. As can be seen from this figure, for all
cases, the classification accuracy increases when the
number of keywords used to represent the category
vectors is increased. Our approach yields a higher
accuracy compared to the vector space model. For
example, when the vector length is 10, our approach
yields the accuracies of 74.9% for the topmost sets and
41.1% for the bottommost sets, whereas the vector space
model yields the accuracies of 57.0% for the topmost sets
and 12.2% for the bottommost sets. In Figure 2, the
performance result based on 12 categories of Yahoo! is
presented. As expected, our approach yields higher
accuracies for all categories.

Fuzzy(topm ost)

Fuzzy(bottom m ost)

Vector(topm ost)

Vector(bottom m ost)

100%

Accuracy

80%

category does not affect the performance as much as the
vector space model. For example, for the Yahoo! data set,
by using the bottommost keywords, instead of the topmost
keywords, the accuracy drops 21.4% in our approach,
whereas the accuracy drops 39.0% in the vector space
model approach.
Fuzzy(topm ost)

Fuzzy(bottom m ost)

Vector(topm ost)

Vector(bottom m ost)
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Accuracy

We perform the same experiments on the ODP data
set. The results are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4,
respectively. The results are similar to the results obtained
from the Yahoo! data set, except one different observation.
By using the bottommost keywords in our approach, the
average accuracy is 78.1%, and by using the topmost
keywords in the vector space model, the average accuracy
is 67.1%. That is, by using either the topmost or
bottommost representations, our approach performs better
than the vector space model.
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Figure 3. Classification performance by varying the
vector length – ODP
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Figure 1. Classification performance by varying the
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Figure 2. Classification performance by categories Yahoo!
Table 2 shows the summarized results for both Yahoo!
and ODP data sets. The results are calculated by
averaging the accuracy values over all the vector lengths.
By using the topmost representation for the category
vector, our approach yields higher average classification
accuracies of 13.7% and 17.7% over the vector space
model for the Yahoo! and ODP data sets, respectively.
Another observation is that, for our approach, the
selection of different keywords in representing the
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Figure 4. Classification performance by categories –
ODP
Table 2. Average classification accuracy
Data set

Fuzzy
Fuzzy
Vector
Vector
(topmost) (bottommost) (topmost) (bottommost)

Yahoo!

81.5%

60.1%

67.8%

28.8%

ODP

84.8%

78.1%

67.1%

46.1%

4. Conclusion
In this paper, an alternative approach of automatically
classifying the Web documents into some predefined
categories using the fuzzy association concept is
proposed. Realizing the ambiguity in word usage in
English, the fuzzy association method avoids this problem
by capturing the relationship or association among
different index terms or keywords in the documents. The
result is that each pair of words has an associated value to
distinguish itself from other pairs of words. Experiments
using the data sets obtained from two different Web
directories, Yahoo! and ODP, are conducted. Both Web
portals are independent and have different characteristics
from each other. We compare our fuzzy association
approach to the vector space model approach. To see the
effect of different keyword selections for category vectors,
two different alternatives: selecting from the most
frequently occurred keyword (topmost) and selecting from
the least frequently occurred keywords (bottommost) with
varying vector lengths are used. The results show that, on
average, our approach yields higher classification
accuracies compared to the vector space model for both
the topmost and bottommost cases. In addition, with our
approach, using fewer numbers of keywords for category
representation does not degrade the accuracy as much
compared with the vector space model.
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